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ABSTRACT

Within the last decade, user requirements for higher process pressures and improved efficiencies have led the original equipment manufacturer (OEM) to provide rotating equipment that operates in speed and pressure ranges beyond those previously encountered.

The attendant requirements for greater oil flows and higher seal oil pressures, plus demands for sophisticated control and monitoring instrumentation, minimum commissioning time, and a high degree of reliability have made it vital that the lube and seal system be viewed not as a "necessary evil," but as an integral part of the process equipment.

Coordination and cooperation between the end user, contractor, and OEM is the key to successful execution of a lube and seal oil system to meet these demands. This means not only a mutual understanding of basic design, installation, and operating requirements, but detailed discussions of a myriad of important topics such as startup, normal shutdown, emergency shutdown, off-design operation, process upsets, installation, testing, shipment, commissioning, maintenance and construction features as well as various design and construction options.
INTRODUCTION

While API Standard 614 (Lubrication, Shaft-Sealing and Control-Oil Systems for Special-Purpose Applications) establishes criteria for many of the basic lube console components, there is no assurance that compliance to the Standard will, in itself, assure trouble-free startup and operation. Compliance with API 614 is assumed, and a summary of component design parameters is presented as an aid in specifying new equipment, updating and upgrading older equipment, and troubleshooting existing lube and seal oil systems. It must be kept in mind always that specifications and typical details, including those presented here, are no substitute for close coordination between parties, thorough understanding of equipment requirements and capabilities, and sound judgement.

OIL SYSTEM PURPOSE

The lubrication and seal oil system for a machine must provide the rotating equipment with, 1) the necessary amount of, 2) the correct fluid, at 3) the correct pressure, at 4) the correct time. The proper amount of fluid is needed to remove bearing and seal losses and control the temperature of these components to reduce wear and maintain proper clearances.

The correct fluid is that for which the rotating equipment is designed to run and that which the oil console is designed to deliver at the required flow, pressure, temperature, and cleanliness. The use of other than the design lubricant supplied at the design conditions may cause or contribute to problems, such as premature wear, rotor instability or vibration, or poor system response. The most commonly used oil is an International Standard Organization (ISO) 32 turbine oil.

The correct pressure ensures adequate flow through bearing orifices for cooling, and seals for cooling and sealing. Inadequate oil pressure to a gas deal means not only the likelihood of mechanical damage, but also a risk of gas leakage.

To attain the correct time means the system must be dynamically compatible with the process. The flow and pressure must be available when required to avoid process trips, nuisance alarms, bearing and seal failures, and to maintain safe operation.

Bearing life can be extended by eliminating or retarding the four most common causes of bearing failures: friction, heat, wear and corrosion. A typical five shoe tilt-pad journal bearing used on modern compressors and turbines is illustrated in Figure 1. These areas are generally controlled by proper cooling, filtering, and maintenance of oil properties.

Figure 1. Typical Five Shoe Tilt Pad Bearing.

A seal oil system provides sealing, cooling, and lubrication oil for machines which utilize mechanical shaft seals, as illustrated in Figures 2 and 3. The oil is controlled at some specified differential pressure above the reference pressure of the media being contained (usually gaseous). This differential pressure varies, depending on specific seal designs, and manufacturer.

Figure 2. Mechanical (Contact) Shaft Seal.

Figure 3. Liquid Film Bushing Seal.
The lube and seal oil console may also provide control oil for turbine governors, compressor inlet guide vanes, process valve actuators, trip and shutdown devices on the equipment inlet, and non-return valves. An example of a turbine control oil system is shown in Figure 4. The four principles of correctness similarly apply to all equipment supplied by the oil console.

The soundness of the oil seals and seal oil delivery system for safe, reliable, and positive shaft sealing has resulted in extending the seal application to other machinery. Proper and skillful application can make the oil console meet the machinery sealing requirements.

**FUNDAMENTAL DESIGN**

Once the normal and abnormal operating parameters are defined and close coordination is established, there are certain guidelines that must be followed. The most sophisticated, well-engineered, properly coordinated system may still fail to perform to expectations or an unsafe condition may occur because of a minor oversight or deviation in specifications.

A typical combined lube and seal oil system applied at low and moderate pressures is illustrated in Figure 5. The primary components are the reservoir, oil pumps, relief valves, oil coolers, oil filters, transfer valve and control valves. These primary components are essential to any well-engineered, reliable oil system. Other frequently used components are accumulators, rundown tanks, overhead seal oil tanks, drainers, degasing tanks, oil purifiers, vacuum degassifiers, and controls. All or none of these may be utilized, depending on the application and the user’s wants.

The American Petroleum Institute (API) has described the basic design requirements for oil systems in API 614. This is a good beginning point for a refinery or petrochemical plant application, and is frequently supplemented and amended by user specifications. These are principally directed at the oil system component mechanical features. As always, the specifications should be only the starting point to a safe and reliable system. Specifications should aid design; they never should be substituted for knowledgeable judgment.

**OIL**

**Design Considerations**

Being the single most important liquid in any industrial complex, oil selection for a closed lubrication system is not one that can be made randomly. The original equipment manufacturer (OEM) always dictates an oil specification based upon rotor dynamics, seal design, ambient temperature and console performance. On this basis, it is extremely important that the selected oil conforms to the OEM recommendations.

The most important property of an oil is its viscosity rating. In the United States, the Saybolt Seconds Universal (SSU) is a familiar viscosity rating. The ratings are determined with the Saybolt Universal viscometer or flow cup (Figure 6). The liquid is poured into the cup and the discharge time is measured and related to viscosity. The cup has an overflow rim to ensure the correct level and a reproducible volume, and is usually immersed in a temperature-controlled bath.

SSU viscosity is defined as the run-out time, in seconds, of 60 cubic centimeters of liquid through a standard orifice at a
specified temperature. It naturally follows that the more viscous (heavier) a fluid is, the higher the SSU viscosity rating.

In order to provide a universal system of classifying fluid viscosities, the International Standard Organization (ISO) has suggested a new classification standard based on kinematic viscosity (centistokes) at 40°C. ASTM, and virtually all manufacturers, have adopted the ISO grading system. The system established the same limits at 40°C (104°F) that were previously applied by ASTM at 100°F (37.8°C). The grade number for each of the 18 ISO viscosity grades is the nominal midpoint of the viscosity range. In this way, it is possible to know how much more viscous one oil is related to another, by examining the ISO grade numbers. An example is shown in Figure 7.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>New/ISO Grade Numbers</th>
<th>32</th>
<th>46</th>
<th>68</th>
<th>78</th>
<th>100</th>
<th>150</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Former ASTM Grade Numbers</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>69</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 7. ISO vs. ASTM Oil Grade Numbers.**

In defining an oil for lubrication service, the OEM normally specifies acceptable values for other properties in addition to ISO viscosity grade. Five of the more important properties are:

**Specific gravity**—ratio of the weight of any volume of a substance to the weight of an equal volume of water at 60°F.

**Viscosity index**—an arbitrary number indicating the effect of a change of temperature on the kinematic viscosity of an oil. A high viscosity index signifies relatively small changes of kinematic viscosity.

**Flash point**—lowest temperature at which a substance or mixture in an open vessel gives off enough combustible vapors to produce a momentary flash of fire when a small flame is passed near its surface.

**Fire point**—temperature at which a substance, when ignited, begins to burn freely, after withdrawal of the igniting agent.

**Pour point**—temperature at which a liquid barely flows under prescribed conditions.

These properties are usually specified by the OEM. The preferred supplier should be solicited to provide an oil that meets these specifications.

Unless otherwise requested, two distinct grades of oil are normally specified for turbomachinery:

- **ISO Grade 32 (150 SSU @ 100°F)**—used in the majority of oil systems where cooling water is readily available and there is no predicted difficulty in maintaining the oil temperature at 120°F.
- **ISO Grade 46 (215 SSU @ 100°F)**—used in certain desert, arid and offshore applications where air blast coolers are utilized, or where the ambient temperature is quite high. Normally, the temperature is maintained at 140-145°F.

By using the heavier oil in desert applications, the oil viscosity delivered to the bearing remains unchanged. Therefore, stiffness and dampening coefficients used in rotor sensitivity programs do not have to be altered. At oil supply temperatures of 120°F for 150 SSU oil and 140°F for 215 SSU oil, the design delivered oil viscosity of 100 SSU is maintained for the two oil grades (Figure 8). There is a great deal of research being done today in the area of synthetic oils. To date, few systems have been designed to accommodate this oil for several reasons, the most common being:

1. The high cost of synthetic oil.
2. Uncertainties in the performance in contaminated services.

**Figure 8. Effect of Temperature on Turbine Oil Viscosity.**
API 614 Specifications

API 614 indicates an ISO 32 turbine oil as the lubrication fluid. ISO 32 and ISO 46 oils are commonly utilized; however, SAE 10, 20, and ISO 78 oils have been used in different applications. The important consideration is that the system should operate on the fluid it was designed for.

Potential Problem Areas—Oil

Drop in Oil Viscosity

Oil viscosity must be monitored periodically and compared to the oil design specifications. A drop in the oil viscosity could result in damage to rotor journal areas and bearings, as well as oil pump rotors. This area is especially of concern where compressors handling hydrocarbon gases are utilized. Atmospheric degassing tanks will supply satisfactory results for light hydrocarbons, providing contaminated seal oil leakage rates are acceptable. However, reconditioning of the oil can only be accomplished by vacuum degassing/dehydration.

Drop in Oil Flash Point

The safety implications of this change in the oil characteristic is obvious. Again, vacuum degassing is the most effective method of treating the problem, although other methods have been attempted, including nitrogen sparging.

Use of Synthetic Oil

The introduction of any lubricant, other than that for which the system was designed, can only be approved after a complete review of each of the individual components and the compatibility of the oil with them. Typical areas of concern are pump limitations, reservoir internal coatings, and elastomers used in pump seals and switches. For seal oil systems, the effect of process gas contamination on the synthetic's properties must be considered.

MAJOR COMPONENTS

Reservoir

Design Considerations

API 614 specifies the mechanical construction of the oil reservoir, its basic features, and standard and optional ancillary devices. The most relevant considerations in reservoir design are:

• adequate rundown capacity.
• proper materials for the jobsite conditions.
• sources of overpressure, venting, and purging.
• accurate specification of ambient conditions and utility availability for heaters.
• adequate pump suction conditions.

Size and the details of construction vary markedly from user to user for API 614. Retention times from two minutes to 15 minutes, varying by system size and application, have been used. Detail design and instrumentation have varied similarly.

API 614 Specification Requirements

Reservoir capacities are in accordance with API 614 and are based on normal oil system flows. Normal flow is defined as the total amount of oil flow that is required at the bearings, seals, couplings, and steady state controls. Normal oil flow does not include oil which is bypassed directly back to the reservoir or transients. Based on this definition, oil reservoirs are designed in accordance with the following.

Working capacity—the volume of oil between the minimum operating level and pump suction loss level (level at which the oil pump loses prime—typically two to six inches above pump suction level). This capacity is sufficient for five minutes of normal oil flow.

Retention capacity—the total volume of oil below the minimum operating level. Equivalent to eight minutes of normal oil flow.

An API 614 oil reservoir capacity schematic outline is shown in Figure 9. A typical rectangular tank with the various oil levels depicted is featured in Figure 10. This tank uses stilling tubes for the oil returns.

![Figure 9. Oil Reservoir Capacity.](image_url)

![Figure 10. Rectangular Reservoir.](image_url)

In addition to the working capacity and the retention capacity, several other terms must be defined:

Rundown Capacity—includes oil contained in all components, bearing and seal housings, control elements, and vendor furnished piping that drain back to reservoir. Also included is a
ten percent minimum allowance for the users interconnecting piping. An additional amount must be included as an allowance for major interconnecting piping runs in addition to the ten percent minimum as users usually fail to identify the need, quantitatively.

**Maximum/Minimum Levels**—based on expected oil usage rate.

- Contaminated Seal Oil Discarded—Oil volume between minimum level and maximum level required to sustain three days of operation without adding oil to the reservoir.
- Contaminated Oil Degassed and Returned to Reservoir—Minimum to maximum level is typically three inches.

**Rundown Level**—is the highest level that the oil may reach in the reservoir. This happens typically after the unit has shutdown, and oil from drain lines and overhead oil-containing vessels have emptied back to the reservoir. A minimum of one inch of freeboard (airspace) should be provided.

**Free Surface**—API 614 requires a minimum free surface area of 0.25 square foot per GPM of normal oil flow. This requirement may determine the configuration and proportions of the reservoir. For example, a ten foot by six foot oil tank has a free surface of 60 square feet, or the equivalent flow of 240 gpm. As oil flows increase, and thus tank size, a rectangular tank becomes unattractive, due to bottom and side stiffening requirements. Attention is then given to either horizontal or vertical cylindrical reservoirs. Based on the free surface requirements stated above, and plant layout or space limitations, the optimum configuration can be chosen.

API 614 oil reservoirs are manufactured with a baffle plate running practically the total vertical distance of the reservoir, located at approximately the horizontal midpoint. All oil return lines enter the reservoir on the opposite side of the baffle from the pump suction lines to avoid disturbance or turbulence at the pump suction. Some OEMs do not use a gas tight baffle as they believe it provides no advantage.

Gravity drain return lines are to extend two inches below the suction loss level. Drains with flows which exceed velocities of three feet per second (typically back pressure regulator and relief valve returns) are to extend four inches below the minimum operating level. In both cases, the oil is admitted into the reservoir through vented stilling tubes, terminating into diffusion plates. The oil reservoir drain is located on the lower side of the internal baffle.

Pump suction lines are located on the opposite side of the reservoir baffle. There will be no additional drains on this side. Pump suction piping must be sized to maintain proper pump suction conditions, particularly when suction strainers are used. Low velocities, adequate tank head, and anti-swirl plates virtually eliminate vortexing.

The layout of the reservoir is as follows:

1. The bottom of the tank will be sloped 1/4 in/ft.
2. Pump suction is located at the high side of the slope.
3. All return lines and reservoir drains are located on the low side of the slope, to allow for the settling of dirt and water.
4. Purge connections will be located on both sides of the internal baffle.
5. A manway is provided which will permit access to all of the internal areas of the reservoir for inspection and cleaning.
6. For seal oil systems, tank overpressurization protection must be provided. For many situations, an oversized reservoir vent will be used. Depending on the system size, interconnecting piping layout, and pressure, these vary from three to ten inch sizes for rectangular API tanks. Some typical minimum vent sizes used on tanks based on compressor seal diameter are given in Table 1. Small lubrication systems should have a minimum vent size of two (2) inches, large systems need larger vents.

### Table 1. Minimum Reservoir Vent Size (in. dia.).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Seal Pressure (psig, max.)</th>
<th>Average Seal Diameter (in.)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6.62</td>
<td>4.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000 and below</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000 to 1500</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1500 to 2000</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000 to 3000</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3000 to 4000</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4000 to 5000</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The reservoir material should be either carbon steel, stainless steel, or a combination of the two depending on customer requirements. If carbon steel is specified, a protective internal coating should be applied to prevent corrosion due to moisture from atmospheric condensation during shipment and operation.

The pump discussion will make note that oil pump drivers are sized for a cold oil start of 50°F at full relief valve accumulation. The oil reservoir heaters should be capable of heating the charge of oil from the minimum site ambient temperature to 70°F within twelve hours. The sizing criteria is, therefore, a function of time, oil capacity, reservoir configuration, and the installation environment which affects convection losses due to low temperature and prevailing wind. Heater selection is based on two assumptions:

- The oil pumps are not operating during the heat-up time.
- The reservoir is insulated to reduce heat losses due to radiation and convection.

Heaters are typically steam jackets or electric immersion heaters. API requires that the electric heaters be limited to a maximum wattage density of 15 watt/in². However, heaters may be safely used up to about 22 watt/in². Light turbine oil will begin to carbonize at approximately 25 watt/in² watt density in an oil tank, with circulation due to convection only.

Safety factors for low voltage to the electric heaters must also be added. The heater must also fit in the reservoir and not interfere with any internal items, such as baffles, return lines, etc.

**Potential Problem Areas—Reservoirs**

**Improper Reservoir Venting**—To protect the reservoir from overpressurization in the event of a seal failure, the reservoir vent area should be sized to handle the predicted pressurization rate. Blowoff covers, ruptured discs or combination relief valves and flame arrestors are used, but typically, oversize atmospheric vents are utilized. Units with nitrogen purging are typical offenders of this requirement.

**Electric Heater Short Circuits**—Certain heater manufacturers use a ceramic insulator in their heater. The heater element is installed in a heater sheath supplied in the reservoir. During shipment, the ceramic is susceptible to moisture and therefore can later short out. The insulator should be baked in an oven prior to installation. If shorting out occurs during normal operation, the wiring conduit should be checked to ascertain that it is properly sealed and water tight.

**Carbonizing Electric Heaters**—Care should be exercised to assure the heater is totally submerged prior to energizing. On oil reservoirs, the heater is installed a minimum of one inch below the pump section.

Most of these heater problems have been experienced in degassing tank applications where low seal leakage rates have resulted in an extended time required to fill the tank to the operating level. Prefilling the degassing tank has eliminated the problem.
Damaging of Reservoir Internal Coating—Care should be exercised during the flush, inspection, and manual internal cleaning of carbon steel reservoirs with internal coating. Boots must be removed during internal inspection. Additionally, welding on the reservoir perimeter severely damages the coating.

Addition of Overhead Rundown Tanks—After the reservoir is installed, an overhead rundown tank may be installed to improve system reliability during power failures. The rundown capacity must be reviewed. As an example, during commissioning of a unit, the oil reservoir was filled to the normal operating level. As the new overhead tank filled, the oil level in the reservoir dropped. More oil was added to return the oil to the normal level and the system was commissioned. Two years later, on a power failure, the oil overflowed the reservoir and flooded the area.

For rotating equipment with a reservoir installed in the baseplate, the reservoir operating temperature must be considered when calculating thermal growth figures for shaft alignment.

Oil contamination—Check that the vents are not tied to the flare system which can pressurize during upset conditions and dump condensate into the reservoir.

Pumps

Design Considerations

A good pump selection is the heart of an effective and efficient oil system. If the pump is of the proper flow capacity, pressure capability, and operating range, there are seldom pump related system problems.

For positive displacement pumps, the effects of relief valve accumulation, low viscosity, and reduced suction conditions must be considered. The flow margin should consider controllability at design and off design conditions and available frame sizes, more than fixed percentages.

For centrifugal pumps, the more important design parameters are head variations, startup viscosity, net positive suction head (NPSH) submergence requirements, and pressure and head limitations.

API 614 Specification Requirements

The oil pump is the heart of an oil system. In general, the most widely used pump is the positive displacement screw-type. There are several reasons for this choice:
• Reliability
• Quiet, vibration-free performance
• Absence of pulsations
• Wide rangeability
• Efficiency
• High pressure capability

Gear, vane and piston positive displacement pumps are also used on occasion in unique circumstances.

Single-stage centrifugal pumps are the second most common type of pump used. Typically, they are utilized for moderate to large flows at lower pressure, either alone or as the primary pumps in a four pump (booster) system.

API 610 horizontal, vertical turbine, and in line centrifugal pumps are used on occasion. Multistage API pumps for higher heads are not economically practical.

Drivers shall be sized, according to API, as follows:

Positive Displacement—Horsepower rating should be sufficient to operate the pump at relief valve full accumulation pressure and 50°F oil temperature.

Centrifugal—Horsepower rating should be sufficient to operate the pump at the design system pressure with 50°F oil temperature.

The sizing of oil pumps cannot be done casually. Several important factors must be considered before the proper selection can be made. To determine flow capabilities, one must first know the system oil flow requirements to each machine and its auxiliaries. This must include the maximum transient control oil flow, parasitic relief valve leakage, if applicable, and other oil consumptions.

The oil system configuration is determined in a large part by the oil pumps and their control method. Positive displacement pump selection by API 614 criteria is to be 115 percent of the maximum system usage (120 percent or 10 gpm for seal systems). This is reasonably conservative and provides an adequate control margin. Significant oversizing of pumps should be avoided for reasons of cost and poor driver efficiency. Depending again on size, selections from 105 percent to 200 percent of the maximum capacity have been used.

Centrifugal pump selection must consider the necessary head throughout the console operating range. Care to avoid excessive head is important. Improper application of general user pump specifications can be problematical, resulting in poor system efficiency and higher costs.

The pump discharge pressure must be set by determining the maximum required delivery pressure and the system losses. The highest ultimate pressure required at the machinery system must be determined. In many cases, this is the seal oil pressure required at compressor shutdown, and process settling pressure prior to venting. Failure to specify the correct settling pressure or maximum shutdown pressure is a major coordination problem.

Static Head—The difference in elevation between the console and the machinery that it services.

Interconnecting Piping Losses—Unless exact data is available, experience has proven that 10 psig is a conservative figure.

Pressure Reducing Valves—The pressure drop needed in order to maintain satisfactory control and control valve size; typically, 20 psid is appropriate. In applications where the back pressure regulator maintains the highest delivered oil pressure, this factor is not necessary. This type of system is known as a differential back pressure regulating system.

Console Piping Losses—Factory evaluation has shown 5 psi to be satisfactory.

Transfer Valve Loss—Maximum design pressure drop, typically about 5 psi.

Cooler Loss—Maximum design pressure drop, typically about 10 psi.

Filter Loss—For pump sizing purposes, a maximum dirty filter pressure drop of 20 psi is used, although this value can be exceeded in operation.

These factors will be covered in more detail under their respective headings. Adding all of these factors together results in the total required pump discharge pressure:

\[
\text{Total} = \text{Required Pump Discharge Pressure} = \begin{cases} 
\text{(1) Maximum Required Pressure} \\
\text{(2) Static Head} \\
\text{(10) Interconnecting Piping Loss} \\
\text{(20) Pressure Reducing Valve} \\
\text{(5) Console Piping Losses} \\
\text{(5) Transfer Valve Loss} \\
\text{(10) Cooler Loss} \\
\text{(20) Filter Loss} 
\end{cases}
\]
handle a cold start with 50°F oil at full relief valve accumulation pressure. The system controls must maintain controllability throughout the temperature, flow, and pressure ranges.

![Image 1](image1.png)

**Figure 11. Positive Displacement Pump Performance.**

API 614 states that oil pump seals must be carbon/tungsten carbide in accordance with API 610. Most OEMs believe this is unnecessary for clean oil at oil system temperatures and it is seldom provided. Standard carbon/cast iron seal faces have proven to be suitable. Spacer-type couplings are not always used on screw pumps, due to the length of the power screw and idlers. Most OEMs utilize for high pressures.

**Potential Problem Areas—Pumps**

**Tungsten Carbide Seals**—Many seal specifications originate from API 610, which is a centrifugal pump specification and may have little bearing on positive displacement pumps. The standard carbon on iron seal faces, for example, have proven their reliability in this application.

**Pump Windmilling**—This commonly occurs on booster-type systems where centrifugal pumps are used as the primary low pressure pumps, and positive displacement pumps are utilized for high pressures.

During startup of these types of oil systems, under no circumstances may the centrifugal pump be started and allowed to circulate oil through the idle positive displacement pumps. Pump seals on positive displacement pumps have a pressure limitation which could be exceeded. Secondly, there is a possibility of upsetting the hydraulic balance and actively driving the idler rotors against the end of the pump, thus, causing damage. Typically booster pumps are started first through an auxiliary suction line.

**Relief Valves**

**Design Considerations**

Relief valves used on positive displacement pumps are critical to the system performance. This is a unique and demanding application. A relief valve must operate smoothly without chatter and reseat at the specified blowdown pressure. The hydraulic relief valve meets these requirements and is the most commonly applied, even though it is neither a tight shutoff or ASME certifiable. Higher pressures use an ASME valve with a modified liquid trim.

**API 614 Specification Requirements**

Relief valves are employed as positive displacement pump overprotection, and overprotection for low pressure delivery lines (downstream of the pressure reducing valves) on high operating pressure consoles.

There are two basic types of relief valves available for use on lubrication and seal oil systems (Figure 12).

- **API 614** dictates that pump relief valves shall be in accordance with ASME and specified local codes. This is a tight shutoff valve, typically a safety/relief valve as used in steam or gas service.
  - Constant leakage hydraulic valves are widely used. The slight continual oil flow allows for smooth lifting of the valve plug. They are not ASME certifiable under current regulations.

Where the conventional ASME relief valve is used on consoles, excessive chattering, on many occasions, has been
experienced during plug lifting, and seat damage has occurred. A great deal of effort has been expended to solve this problem and demonstrably successful designs are available. However, in oil systems with relatively low pressure levels, the hydraulic type relief valve becomes more attractive. Although the seat leakage must be designed for, the plug lift is smooth, and instability during lifting is eliminated. Oil system manufacturers have taken exception to API 614 and utilize these relief valves in view of their smooth performance. These valves can be set only by their accumulation pressures or by careful observation.

**Process vs. Hydraulic Relief Valves**

Figure 12. Process vs. Hydraulic Relief Valves.

At this point, it is beneficial to define several terms.

- **Pump Discharge Pressure (P, d)**—As discussed under "Pumps." The highest pressure required at the pump discharge, based on maximum oil demands at the unit.
- **Set Pressure (P, set)**—typically 110 percent of the pump discharge pressure. This is the pressure at which the relief valve plug begins to lift.
- **Overpressure (P, over)**—10 to 25 percent of the set pressure. The pressure rise above the set pressure realized when the relief valve is passing full pump flow.
- **Full Flow Pressure (P, full flow)**—Set pressure plus overpressure. The pressure at which hydraulic valves can be accurately set.

An example may aid in clarifying these terms. Assume that a required pump discharge pressure has been calculated to be 480 psig.

\[
P_d = 480 \text{ psig}
\]

\[
P_{set} = P_d \times 1.1
\]

\[
= 480 \times 1.1 = 528 \text{ psig}
\]

\[
P_{over} = P_{set} \times 0.1
\]

\[
= 528 \times 0.1 = 53 \text{ psig}
\]

Unless relief valve performance characteristics are known, it is best to choose 10 percent overpressure therefore,

\[
P_{full \ flow} = P_{set} + P_{over}
\]

\[
= 528 + 53
\]

\[
= 581 \text{ psig}
\]

Due to the constant leakage characteristics of hydraulic relief valves at their set pressure (0.1 to 0.5 gpm for direct acting valves, as high as eight to twelve gpm for larger pilot actuated valves, setting these valves with steam or gas medium is impractical, and visual set pressure determination is difficult. It is, therefore, best to adjust the hydraulic relief valve in place on the console. This can be accomplished by closing the pump discharge isolation valve, and using full flow pressure as the setting criteria. This can be monitored using the pump discharge pressure gauge. In the example, with the full flow of the pump passing through the relief valve, the pressure gauge should register 581 psig.

Setting of oil system ASME relief valves can be handled in the routine manner. In other words, the valves can be accurately set using steam or gas on a bench. The set pressure can be accurately adjusted.

ASME relief valves must be mounted vertically. However, hydraulic relief valves can be oriented in any position.

The addition of a relief valve bypass valve (usually a globe valve) is very desirable. These bypasses make pump transfers safer, easier, and more reliable. To accomplish a transfer, the bypass of the idle pump is first opened, and then the pump is started, thus diverting full pump flow back to the reservoir (Figure 13). The relief valve bypass is slowly closed until both pumps are supplying oil into the system, with excess being dumped through the back pressure regulator to the reservoir. The bypass of the pump that was originally in operation can now be slowly opened, until all the pump flow is being diverted back to the reservoir, and the back pressure regulating valve (BPRV) is allowed to respond. The pump can now be confidently stopped with no oil system upsets or trips.

**Relief Valve Bypass**

Figure 13. Relief Valve Bypass.

Relief valve bypasses also aid in auxiliary oil pump start switch testing, and horsepower reduction on cold oil starts. Basically, the bypass provides a means of manually manipulating the pumps for maintenance or testing.

### Potential Problem Areas—Relief Valves

- **Chattering of relief valves at set pressure**—Recent work with vendors has all but eliminated this problem. Valve designs were modified in the areas of surface finish on sliding faces, diametral clearances, materials of construction, and spring rate to set pressure rates.
- **Excessive relief valve leakage below relief valve set or lift off pressure**—Improper field setting of relief valves has caused numerous field problems. Improper setting has been determined as the root cause of the following problems:
  - Inability of the main oil pump to maintain system pressure.
  - Inability to switch pump duty without tripping the string on low seal oil to gas differential pressure or low lube oil pressure.
  - Observance of the backpressure regulating valve operating fully closed.
  - Observance of the bearing oil regulating valve operating fully open. This applies to systems with relief valves installed downstream of the bearing oil regulators which are used as bearing housing overpressurization protection.

Areas to check if these problems are present:

- Check that relief valves were properly set. For hydraulic relief valves, field setting should incorporate the full accumulation method.
- Check relief valve for foreign material.
Relief valve sticking or squealing at set pressure—On recent installations, the relief valves on auxiliary oil pumps have been found mounted above the reservoir oil level. The absence of oil on the idler pump leads to corrosion of the relief valve. Additionally, when the auxiliary pump is started, the pressurization of the air in the discharge causes the relief valve to squeal. A recommendation is to drill a small hole in the discharge check valve (typically \( \frac{1}{8} \) in), or add an adjustable bleeder valve to flood the pump discharge. If the flow is too excessive, the pump could rotate backwards.

Oil Coolers

**Design Considerations**

The most important concern in an oil cooler is adequate surface area to reject all the system losses. This is very often overlooked in high pressure systems. When experience indicates fouling is not a maintenance problem, many users will use a single cooler.

**API 614 Specification Requirements**

Oil coolers must be designed to remove the total heat added from every source. This includes heat contributed by all bearings, seals, gears, and pumps.

API 614 specifies that shell-and-tube type coolers used for oil systems be code constructed, built in accordance with Tubular Exchanger Manufacturers Association (TEMA) C. They have removable bundles, steel shells, channels and covers, tube sheets of naval brass and tubes of inhibited admiralty. However, these specifications can be changed to suit the needs and preference of the user. Fixed bundles, u-tubes, different tube pitches, and TEMA R have all been used.

The cooler should have vent and drain connections on both the oil and water sides. Oil flows should oppose water inlet flows, if system layouts permit. Temperature control bypass piping may be installed if desired. However, it is important to note that temperature control valves should fail in such a position as to divert the total oil flow through the coolers.

Typical design requirements are shown in Table 2.

### Table 2. Typical Cooler Requirements

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Requirement</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Water Inlet Temperature</td>
<td>90°F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water Outlet Temperature</td>
<td>120°F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum Temperature Rise</td>
<td>30°F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fouling Factor on Water Side</td>
<td>.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oil Shell Side Pressure</td>
<td>B.V. Set Pressure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum Water Pressure Drop</td>
<td>15 psi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design Oil Outlet Temperature</td>
<td>120°F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heat Load (Btu/hr)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Velocity in Tubes (Admiralty)</td>
<td>5-8 fps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum Allowable Working Pressure</td>
<td>90 psig</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test Pressure Water Side</td>
<td>135 psig</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

During initial oil system installation and cleansing, it is important to be able to raise the oil temperature to approximately 160°F as desired. Note that oil temperatures above 160°F could damage the pump. Quite often, the coolers are used for heating by admitting hot water to the tube side. For this reason, oil coolers should be designed to accept a 300°F heating medium. This is very important, because it is quite normal to heat the oil during flush by introducing steam to the cooler water side. However, a word of caution is in order. There have been instances where sudden admission of steam has warped tube bundles, causing copious leaks. Cooler manufacturers cringe at the thought of live steam in their oil coolers. Live steam must be introduced into the inlet water flow upstream of the cooler. This way, temperature changes can be managed with greater ease, and thus reduce stresses on the tube bundles.

In designing an oil system, an important item to be taken into consideration is that, under normal operating conditions, the oil pressure should be higher than the cooling water pressure. This is obviously to eliminate migration of water into the oil in event of a tube failure. In lubrication and seal oil systems, where nominal header pressures are in excess of 100 psig, this is not a problem. However, in straight lubrication systems, where oil pressure requirements are not high, this oil/water factor must be intentionally included.

Temperatures and pressures of the fluid entering and leaving the equipment should be checked regularly. They provide reliable information about the functioning of the unit. For instance, an increase in the pressure drop across the unit (with an accompanying decrease in the temperature range) usually indicates excessive fouling or dirt in the unit. A decrease in the temperature range by itself denotes vapor or gas binding.

Corrosion of heat exchanger parts is of major interest when considering the maintenance of such equipment. Cooling water with a high mineral and solids content will have a high conductivity and a tendency to sludge and form deposits on metal surfaces. Corrosion will be experienced on parts when the water has a high conductivity. Water containing small amounts of metallic ions, such as iron, copper and mercury, will cause pitting attack. Water that is essentially deionized or free from metallic salts presents no problem.

Means to prevent or retard corrosion typically applied are water treatments and sacrificial anodes. High or non-uniform corrosion rates leading to tube failures occur at lower pH values (Table 3). Monitoring of water conditions to the oil coolers and other smaller auxiliary exchangers is often overlooked.

### Table 3. pH vs Rate of Corrosion

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>pH</th>
<th>Rate of Corrosion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Less than 4.3</td>
<td>Rapid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.3 to 9.6</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greater than 9.6</td>
<td>Slow</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Where conditions do not lend themselves to water-cooled heat exchangers, such as desert or sub-zero installations, air blast oil coolers must be considered. As the name implies, ambient air is the cooling fluid, usually provided by axial flow fans (Figure 14).

The heat-transfer device is the tube bundle, which is an assembly of side frames, tube supports, headers, and fin tubes. Aluminum fins are normally applied to the tubes to provide an extended surface on the air side, in order to compensate for the relatively low heat transfer coefficient of the air to the tube.

Fin construction types are tension-wrapped, embedded, extruded, welded, and plate. The application of each type is a matter of agreement between manufacturers, contractors, and users, depending on the temperatures and other conditions of the service.

Air-cooled heat exchangers are sized to operate at warm (summer) air temperatures. Seasonal variation of the air temperature can result in over-cooling, which may be undesirable. One way to control the amount of cooling is by varying the amount of air flowing through the tube bundle. This can be accomplished by using multiple motors, two-speed motors, hydraulic variable-speed drivers, louvers on the face of the tube bundle, or automatically variable pitch fans.
more than two or three times a day. Manufacturers should be consulted if this procedure is used to flush the system.

*Drop in cooler efficiency after cleaning.*—Certain coolers, especially smaller units, are designed so that the number of water passes can be varied depending on the bonnet head position. After maintenance, check for the proper position of the bonnet to ensure adequate heat transfer.

*Excessive tube failures.*—Two main causes of tube failure are fatigue and erosion. Both can be controlled by maintaining the design water flow. Excessive water flow can cause flow-induced vibration which, if the tube natural frequency is excited, could lead to fatigue failure. Excessive water flow also accelerates tube erosion. A recommendation is to monitor the water flow.

**Oil Filters**

**Design Considerations**

Oil filters consist of two distinct parts: the housing and the filter cartridges. housings should be provided with valved vents and drains, a pressure equalization line, and coverlifts for larger vessels. Off the shelf non-code housings may be used for low pressure systems if user and jobsite requirements permit. Filter bypasses should be prohibited. Filter elements should be replaceable disposable elements, be sized to give a reasonable service life without excessive pressure drop, and changed no less often than every 6 months of service.

**API 614 Specification Requirements**

Oil filters should be the last component that the oil contacts (except for the pressure reducing valves) before servicing the intended machinery. For this reason, typical console arrangement provides cooling first, then filtration. This arrangement also allows the removal of any debris from the oil that may have been trapped in the cooler tube bundle.

All API-specified oil systems have twin oil filters. Typically, a filter is piped in series with a cooler, and interconnection with the alternate set is provided by a transfer valve, as was shown in Figure 5. However, filter sets and cooler sets have been independently arranged, depending on user preference.

For bearing design purposes, a minimum oil film thickness of 0.00075 in (0.00039 in) is typical. Therefore, a filter element capable of removing large particles is required. The API 614 requirement is 10 microns (0.00039 in) nominal filtration.

Probably the most widely used filter element is the cotton cartridge with a cotton wound matrix and metal core. This type of element provides excellent filtration and can handle small amounts of water. Collapse pressure ratings are usually 90 psid.

A second type of filter that is commercially available is the acrylic fiber element with resin binders. These elements are basically impervious to water. However, they have been known to fracture and break during cold oil starts. Therefore, added caution is necessary when this type filter media is utilized. The acrylic cartridge provides excellent service where steam turbine drivers are employed, due to its water-resistant qualities (it will not swell). Fiberglass and polypropylene fiber wound elements are occasionally used as well.

Wool should not be used. It has been found in the past that oil flow through wool elements causes a build up of static electricity. In hazardous environments, this charge has resulted in explosions. Wool is, therefore, unacceptable as a filtering agent.

In the past, pleated paper elements were not recommended due to their low water tolerance level. Even the smallest amounts of water caused extreme swelling, thus re-
stricting the oil flow, and resulting in high differential pressures to the point of element collapse. The modern resin-impregnated pleated paper cartridge has greatly improved the water handling capabilities of pleated paper cartridges, leading to increasing application in lubrication and seal oil systems. One of the attractive features of the paper pleated cartridge is its high collapse rating, typically 100 psid. However, it must be emphasized that only resin-impregnated paper filter elements from reputable sources should be considered in oil systems.

All elements have an efficiency rating, which may range from 60 to 100 percent. This rating is readily available from the specific filter vendor. What this number indicates is the percentage of the cartridge rated particulate that will be retained by the cartridge (i.e., not allowed to pass through). As an example, a ten micron filter element with an 85 percent efficiency will hold 85 percent of all ten micron particulate, or larger. The remaining 15 percent, theoretically, finds its way through the filter and out to the machinery. However, this rating should not be used as an absolute indicator. In recirculating oil systems, larger particles are eliminated in a few passes. Experience is the true indicator of performance, and excellent life is routine with 10, 20, 40, and even 90 micron nominal filtration.

The clean oil pressure drop across a filter is a function of the flow and the oil viscosity. API 614 states that the differential pressure across the filter at 100°F shall not exceed five psi. This reading is across the filter housing and its elements only. Pressure losses due to piping, coolers, or transfer valves should not be included.

Once a filter selection has been made, it is advised that the sizing be verified to check the unit's ability to pass the maximum oil flow at 650 SSU viscosity without reaching the cartridge collapse differential pressure. This is considered the cold startup condition.

Maximum dirty pressure drop varies. However, a general rule of thumb is that elements should be changed when the differential pressure rises 15 psi above the actual clean cartridge pressure.

Typically, filter flow is from the outside of the element to the inside. There have been instances where piping configurations or transfer valves orientation has resulted in a flow reversal, causing element rupture, system contamination, and confusing differential pressure indicator readings.

Construction of the filter housing, as with oil coolers, should be ASME code constructed and/or national board inspected per jurisdictional requirements. The maximum design pressure should be in accordance with the relief valve set pressure, or centrifugal oil pump shutoff head.

Potential Problem Areas—Oil Filters

High filter pressure differential—API dictates the clean filter pressure drop to be 5 psi at 100°F and normal flow. The first area to inspect is the sensing points of the differential pressure indicator. A typical installation includes the cooler and transfer valve in the sensing system. For this arrangement, the clean filter pressure drop would be 20 psid.

Cooler 10 psid
Transfer Valve 5 psid
Filter 5 psid

The next area that affects the filter differential pressure is the oil viscosity. The higher the viscosity, the higher the clean filter differential. Oil viscosity is directly affected, first by the actual installed lubricant, and secondly by the oil operating temperature. As presented, the design of the cartridge requires that it not reach the predicted collapse pressure during a cold start.

The final area that directly affects filter pressure differential is the cartridge flowrate. Typically during flush, orifices are removed to enhance flow. Any increase in flow directly affects the filter differential.

Cartridge separation or unwinding—The flow through the filter housing should be in the direction that would collapse the cartridge. Certain transfer valves are designed so they can be installed backwards. The oil flow direction through the housing should be checked.

Cartridge Life—Due to the effects of flow erosion, filter cartridge vendors are predicting a cartridge efficiency life of six months.

Cartridge Swelling—This has occurred on both cotton and untreated paper elements in the presence of water in the oil. This is more likely to occur on steam turbine applications due to improper operation of the gland condensers. Maintaining water content below 200 ppm has reduced the high differential pressure problem. Cartridges made of acrylic fiber with phenolic resin binders usually eliminate the problem. Resin treated paper elements also have proved successful.

Transfer Valve

Design Considerations

There are several versions of six ported continuous flow (transfer) valves. The cast taper plug valve is the most commonly applied, although several fabricated versions are available. The transfer valve is not a tight shutoff device; however, valves are available with very tolerable leakage rates.

Mechanically, transfer valves must be designed to preclude incorrect assembly, with a lifting mechanism (for taper plugs), and to be easily operable with one side depressurized.

With some OEMs, current practice is to use taper plug valves for low and moderate pressures, but a fabricated straight valve plug valve at higher pressures (over American National Standards Institute (ANSI) 600).

A combination of a three-way valve, two check valves and two mechanically linked three-way valves have been used in lieu of 6 ported valves upon occasion.

The use of four manual block valves in lieu of a transfer valve should not be considered.

API 614 Specification Requirements

In order to allow service of a twin filter or cooler while in operation, an easy, reliable method of transfer is required. This is accomplished by the use of a full port transfer valve. API requires that these units have cast steel bodies and stainless steel tapered valve plug.

The transfer valve sizing criteria is based on the maximum expected flow that the valve will experience. The nominal design pressure drop should be five psi. However, smaller valves may have a lower differential pressure, whereas larger valves (two in diameter and greater) may have a slightly higher pressure drop. As long as the console design takes the transfer valve pressure drop into account, no problem is anticipated.

Due to the design, transfer valves will experience higher pressure drop with the valve plug located at the mid-position of the total travel. A typical curve is illustrated in Figure 16. This drop must be taken into account during selection, because any pressure drop at the transfer valve will result in a corresponding pressure drop at the controlled header. If the transfer valve is operated too quickly, the back pressure regulator may not
have sufficient time to respond to the sudden pressure change. This can cause the auxiliary oil pump to start, or result in a unit trip. This situation must be accurately appraised before a final selection is made.

Figure 16. Typical Transfer Valve Pressure Drop vs. Flow.

In order to further aid in transfer, some manufacturers have incorporated a lifting jack assembly, which is used to physically raise and lower the tapered plug in its seat. A typical assembly is illustrated in Figure 17. In making a transfer, the plug is raised just enough to disengage it from the seat, the swing is made, and the device is once again used to reseat the valve plug. However, tight shutoff is virtually impossible to achieve with a tapered plug transfer valve; some minor leakage will occur from the active to the inactive side. It is for this reason that the filter and/or shells have an atmospheric drain sized accordingly.

Appropriate precautions must be taken in order to achieve an uneventful transfer. First, an orificed equalization line should be added between the twin bodies to remove entrapped air, and equalize pressures on both sides of the transfer valve prior to actuation (Figure 18). This also minimizes plug scoring by eliminating uneven loadings.

Figure 17. Transfer Valve Lifting Jack.

A safe transfer sequence is as follows:
1. Open vents in idle cooler and filter housing.
2. Open orificed transfer valve bypass line to equalize the pressures.
3. Upon observation of a steady stream of oil, close the vents.
4. Turn the lifting jack the appropriate amount necessary to lift the transfer valve plug.
5. Slowly move the valve handle.
6. Lower the lifting jack.
7. Close the bypass valve.

The cooler or filter is now ready for service.

Potential Problem Areas—Transfer Valves

High filter pressure differential—Since flow through the transfer valve can be in either direction, check for the proper flow direction through the filter housing.

Leakage on inactive side during filter cartridge replacement—Check that the atmospheric drains in the inactive filter housing are open and properly sized to handle the predicted inactive side leakage rate. Remember that all valves leak.

Pressurization of inactive side—Check that the lifting jack was returned to its operating position.

Scoring of the transfer valve plug—This is typically due to failure to use the valve plug lifting jack.

Crushed filters—Improper venting prior to transfer.

Fire hazard—During inactive filter cartridge maintenance, make sure the transfer valve handle is properly secured. Another preventative measure is to specify circular handles.

String shutdown during filter bank transfer—This is typically caused by not following the recommended procedure for transfer. Operators must be informed of the high mid-position pressure differential and housing venting requirements. Failure to note these could result in a pulsation that cannot be tracked by the back pressure regulator.

Control Valves

Design Considerations

The most important criteria in the selection of control valves and regulators is an adequate flow coefficient, C₂, and
adequate rangeability to handle the full range of required operating conditions.

For pressure control in liquid service, response time is the most important parameter. For this purpose, direct acting valves (regulators) are used frequently (subject to droop and static pressure limitations). Pneumatic control valves use direct sensing controllers, while valve positioners must not be used.

API 614 Specification Requirements

Control valves maintain the predetermined pressure levels required for satisfactory oil system performance, and regulate the supply oil pressure to the serviced machinery. The sizes and configurations of commercially available control valves are very numerous; therefore, selection must account for all variations in operating conditions which can be quite complex.

Typically, control valves are used to maintain the oil system header pressure (back pressure regulating valve, or BPRV), and to reduce the header to some lower required service pressure (pressure reducing valve, or PRV, and differential pressure reducing valve, or DPRV). In addition, control valves are used in level control, shutoff, temperature control and steam turbine admission.

Sizing and selection is based upon the universal valve sizing equation as follows:

\[ C_v = \sqrt{\frac{Q}{\Delta P}} \]

where:  
- \( C_v \) = valve sizing coefficient  
- \( Q \) = flowrate (gpm)  
- \( \Delta P \) = pressure drop (psi)  
- \( G \) = fluid specific gravity (0.887 for ISO 32 oil)

Thus knowing the required pressure levels and flows, a \( C_v \) can be determined. It is with this factor that valve selection is made. Quite often, a valve must perform under several different conditions, therefore, a range of factors will result within which the valve selection must fall.

Valve plug flow characteristics are illustrated in Figure 19. These characteristics, in conjunction with the valve actuation, dictate the valve style selection. Optimum sizing would have a valve controlling at 40 to 50 percent of the total travel. However, many times this is impossible due to the existence of several operating conditions. Therefore, typical selection is as follows:

**Pneumatic Controlled Actuation**—While typical control valve applications may yield valve selections that operate at 40 percent to 60 percent of the rated travel, the large rangeability needs of many oil system valves make this impractical. Pneumatically controlled valves have operated stably at as little as three percent to five percent of travel to 100 percent of travel. A selection at 10 percent to 90 percent provides sufficient margin for most systems.

**Self Operated Actuation**—Valve travel is held to 25 to 75 percent of the total valve stroke under normal operating conditions. This rule of thumb is held to limit control valve droop. The flow characteristic is usually quick opening. Since valve travel for this type valve is usually small (typically \( \frac{1}{4} \) in.), application may be limited.

If a valve is selected outside of the above stated limits, poor control will usually result, with valve chatter very likely during operation near the valve seat. It would be advantageous to look at individual valve selection requirements at this point.

**Back Pressure Regulating Valve**—The back pressure regulating valve (BPRV) is used to maintain a specified oil system header pressure by dumping the excessive pump discharge flow directly back to the reservoir. Header reference pressure is taken downstream of the filters, thereby eliminating any pressure decay due to dirty filter elements. In the event of valve motive power loss, whether it is pneumatic or direct, valve actuation is to fail, closed. In this way, system pressure will be maintained by the oil pump relief valves.

The BPRV has three flow conditions that must be considered:

- **Minimum Flow** — One pump capacity less maximum unit oil flow requirement.
- **Normal Flow** — One pump capacity less normal unit oil flow requirement.
- **Maximum Flow** — Two pump capacity less minimum unit oil flow requirement.

As mentioned earlier, the system pressure can change as filter elements become dirty. Therefore, a range of conditions must be considered:

- **Minimum Pressure (at BPRV)** — header pressure, plus component losses at the minimum oil flow, plus the clean filter pressure drop.
- **Maximum Pressure (at BPRV)** — header pressure, plus component losses at the maximum oil flow, plus the dirty filter pressure drop.

Knowing the above conditions, a valve control range can be determined by calculating the valve coefficient at minimum flow/maximum pressure, and at maximum flow/minimum pressure.

In very limited cases, a self-actuated valve can be chosen. However, most BPRV applications dictate the use of a pneumatic controller. This unit is normally a field instrument, which is mounted on the oil actuator. The sensing element is usually inside the controller, thus, oil header pressure is sensed directly. Proportional band and reset features should be included. In certain instances, oil header control pressure and sensing element pressure ratings are mismatched to obtain higher system proportional band capability.

**Pressure Reducing Valve**—The PRV is employed in reducing the header oil pressure to some lower servicable pressure level, usually for lubrication or controls. In the event of motive power loss, the PRV should fail open. This allows for a
continued supply of oil, although at higher pressures. The reference pressure is taken downstream of the valve.

Most pressure reducing valves control a constant oil flow at a constant pressure level, therefore allowing the use of a self-operated actuator, due to limited required valve travel. However, some control components (such as turbine governor valve servo-motors) require high transient flows. In these cases, a pneumatic controller similar to the PRV controller may have to be used if the transient \( C_s \) requirement exceeds the capability of a self-operated valve.

**Differential Pressure Reducing Valve**—The DPRV has basically the same function as the PRV: to reduce the oil header pressure to a serviceable seal oil pressure. However, since seal oil is maintained at some specified differential pressure to a gas reference signal, the DPRV must be capable of tracking this pressure during startup, shutdown, normal operation, and surges. Also, as with the PRV, this valve is to fail open.

Three conditions should be considered when sizing the DPRV:

- Normal required oil pressure and flow.
- Maximum required oil pressure and flow (usually at compressor setti ndown pressure).
- Zero psi gas at the compressor (most important).

If coefficient differences are small, a self-operated actuator can be used. If, however, the difference between normal and shutdown oil requirements is great, a pneumatic receiver controller should be employed. The control signal comes from an appropriately calibrated differential pressure transmitter, which monitors oil pressure on the high side, and gas pressure on the low side of the sensing capsule. The receiver controller should have proportional band and reset capabilities. Higher system proportional band capability can be achieved by increasing the differential pressure transmitter span settings or altering the sensing element in the receiver controller. Thus, each individual valve can be tuned as necessary. Pneumatic controllers allow wider flexibility in attaining acceptable control. Fundamentally, proportional band is the amount of deviation that can be tolerated for the set point, and reset helps to bring the pressure back to set point.

Self-operated valves do not have these features. Therefore, in order to trim an unstable self-operated valve, installation of a large port needle valve is recommended (Figure 20). An alternate solution is a flow control valve. The flow control valve should be oriented in such a way as to restrict pressure pulsation to the control valve actuator, and allow free flow away.

**Figure 20. Recommended Self Operating Valve Installation.**

**Potential Problem Areas—Control Valves**

**Inability to achieve required control pressure**—After checking that all the air was bled from the system, the first area to investigate is to ensure that the valve has been properly bench set. Due to high plug forces during normal operation, a pneumatic valve operating on a 3 to 15 psi signal may have a bench set requirement of eight psi. Unless this valve is close at eight psi with zero flow through the valve, it will not close or operate properly when put into operation. Make sure the travel indicator is calibrated.

The next area to check is the valve station design, which includes piping to the valve as well as the block valve’s flow capability. The control valve can only pass the design flow when the differential pressure across the valve is at the design value and not restricted by associate piping or block valves.

The contractor installed innerconnecting piping between the control valve and the rotating string should be checked next. It must not only be the same size as the control station piping, but meet the OEM design guidelines regarding pipe length, elbows, and overall pressure drop. Another problem area is the use of tight radius elbows in the customer supplied piping. A typical guideline is to use ten psi for the allowable pressure drop in user supplied piping.

The final area to check is that the flow through the valve is as per design. This is accomplished from the valve sizing equation. Once the actual valve pressure differential across the valve is known, the hardest part of the equation is determining the operating \( C_s \). Is a function of the valve opening. The easiest method is to note the valve opening on the travel indicator, record the valve nameplate data, and contact the valve supplier or OEM. Note that when determining the pressure differential across the backpressure regulating valve, the downstream pressure should be atmospheric since this valve is piped to the reservoir which is vented to the atmosphere.

**Valve Instability—Self-Operated Regulators**—These types of valves are used on applications which require minimum control range, typically bearing oil service. On a combined lube and seal oil system, bearing oil flows are typically ten times seal oil flows. Therefore, a fluctuating bearing oil regulator can cause severe console upsets. Since these valves are typically \( 1/4 \) in full travel, flutter may be hard to detect. Instability has been controlled by varying the spring rate to the diaphragm area, but in the field, the installation of a flow control valve or large port needle valve (Figure 20) in the sensing line has worked effectively.

**Valve Instability—Pneumatic Systems**—Contrary to control systems such as anti-surge and process control, where problems are solved by adding volume boosters and valve positioners to speed up response, the opposite is true for hydraulic systems. On lube and seal oil systems, the response time is extremely fast. This is mainly due to the fact that oil is an incompressible fluid. Therefore, to achieve stability on oil consoles the response of the controllers must be slowed down. Once the maximum proportional band settings on the controller are achieved, further system proportion band can be achieved in the field by one of the following:

- Increase the rating of the receiver element in the unstable controller. For direct sensing controllers, the bourdon tube rating should be twice the control pressure. For pneumatic input controllers, the receiver element can be changed from a 3 to 15 psi input to 6 to 30 psi. This approximately doubles the proportion band capability of the controller.

- Increase the span setting of the system differential pressure transmitter. This slows down response time of the transmitter and adds stability to the system.

**Valve Positioners**—The use of a valve positioner creates a minor control loop inside the system major control loop. The general rule of thumb is that the dynamic response of the positioner-actuator must be ten times as fast as the major control loop response. Due to the speed of the major control loop, the use of valve positioners has caused numerous stability problems on lube and seal oil systems. Typically, valve posi-
tioners are removed or put on bypass to achieve system stability.

Zero Gas Operation—Failure to consider this startup mode has caused numerous problems. Valves must operate closer to their seats which would result in instability if not properly designed. On systems that use a differential back pressure regulator, this problem is most pronounced. If the differential back pressure regulator cannot dump the excess flow at zero gas operation, the compressor seal cavity can be flooded.

Piping

Design Considerations

Piping pressure design is usually straightforward. However, the design details, layout, and fabrication of oil system piping and instrument piping can be complex. For seal oil systems, the piping design must consider process gas compatibility as much of the oil system piping will contain process gas at times. The correct design of interconnecting piping by the user or contractor is as critical for proper operation as the OEM's oil console and unit piping design.

The improper application of process piping or general piping specifications can increase the cost of an oil system greatly without improving reliability or operation. The prudent user will invest in what is appropriate for the service by experience (the user's and the OEM's). Stainless steel oil piping is usually a good investment and not overly costly when judiciously specified.

Typical pipe sizing standards are: pump suctions at 3 to 5 ft/sec, pressure feeds at 9 psi/100 equivalent feet of pipe (Figure 21), and gravity drains no more than one-half full.

Potential Problem Areas—Piping

- Inability to control oil in the control header pressure to design levels—Check that the piping is sized per the guidelines in Figure 21.

Table 4. Standard Gasket Ratings

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ANSI Design</th>
<th>ASTM Class @ 200°F</th>
<th>Gasket Material</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>150</td>
<td>260</td>
<td>Compressed Asbestos</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>300</td>
<td>675</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>600</td>
<td>1350</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1500</td>
<td>3375</td>
<td>Spiral Wound</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2500</td>
<td>5625</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

BASIC ACCESSORIES

Accumulators

Design Considerations

Accumulators are used for many reasons in oil system design. However, a basic criteria for their application is that accumulators must not be used to maintain system stability under normal operating conditions. They are used to sustain pressure or provide flow during transients and shutdowns.

Bladder type accumulators of stainless steel are disproportionately expensive due to their low volume of manufacture. Using a coated carbon steel accumulator is a good savings.

API 614 Specification Requirements

Accumulators are located in the oil header line to aid in pump switchover and provide stable control, and in control headers to maintain pressure during peak oil flow transients. As with all oil system pressure vessels, they must have a maximum design pressure high enough for all operating conditions (typically the oil pump discharge relief valve setting).

Two types of accumulators are available. The most common type is the transfer barrier, or bladder type (Figure 22). This style unit should be sized to provide oil for a maximum of 20 seconds, based on normal system oil flow. However, since available oil volume is a function of the bladder precharge, an extremely large accumulator may be necessary (Figure 23). A bladder-type accumulator can then be utilized without a precharge, but with a motive gas backup.
The second type is the direct contact accumulator (Figure 24). This system is used when oil flow requirements are very high, thus making bladder-type accumulators impractical.

Accumulator operation is as follows:
- Oil enters check valve piped in parallel with pneumatic cut-off valve.
- As the level rises to the cut-off level, the pneumatic valve opens and oil continues to flow through both valves. The vessel is vented until there is oil at the manual vent valve.
- Motive gas at normal header pressure is restricted from entering the oil filled tank by a pneumatic valve at the top.
- From the set of contacts in the Auxiliary Oil Pump (AOP) start switch (or a separate switch set just below AOP start pressure), the solenoid valve is energized to open the pneumatic valve and permit entrance of the motive gas.
- Oil continues to be delivered to the header until the cut-off level is reached.
- At the cut-off level, float control closes the cut-off valve, prohibiting further flow from accumulator and preventing gas from entering the oil system.

Either the transfer barrier or direct contact accumulator should be installed in the oil system header piping as shown in Figure 25. A check valve is located upstream of the accumulator so as to prevent any backflow through the BPRV. It is important to note that both the BPRV sensing line and AOP start switch should be upstream of the check valve.

Motive gas regulators for non-precharge designs should be sized for the expected flow. The use of standard instrument regulation has caused problems in this application since the output flow is very small.

Potential Problem Areas – Accumulators

Inability of direct contact accumulators (Figure 24) to react fast enough in an upset condition—The root cause has typically been traced to improper nitrogen supply regulator sizing. Large port regulators are required for this service to supply the required gas flow in the short time span.

Another area is the location of the sensing line to the backpressure regulator. The backpressure regulator must react and pick up control after the accumulator charge is exhausted. The proper location of the sensing line is indicated in Figure 25.

Inability to observe system precharge on transfer barrier type accumulators—This is a maintenance item inherent with this type of accumulator. Additionally, bladder integrity cannot be confirmed.

One major problem with using these devices to resolve console instability is related to the two problem areas. Precharged accumulators do provide system dampening. Problems have developed when these are installed and controller proportional bands are reduced to provide extremely fast response. All is fine until the precharge is lost. Controller detuning is a more reliable solution.
Rundown Tanks

Design Considerations

Pressurized and gravity rundown tanks are basic accessories principally used to protect the rotating equipment during power outages, and in some cases, during unit trips caused by the oil system. The most important consideration is that they be installed as they are designed to function.

API 614 Specification Requirements

Rundown tanks supply a quantity of oil, usually for a minimum of three minutes, during emergency shutdown or coastdown conditions. The two most common types of rundown tanks are either grade mounted pressurized, or overhead gravity feed.

The pressurized rundown tank is identical to the direct contact accumulator (Figure 24). Available oil is based upon normal lube and/or seal oil flow; control oil is usually not included in this sizing. Rundown oil routing can be preferentially controlled by the careful location of connections and check valves.

The second type of rundown tank commonly used is the overhead gravity feed system (Figure 26). This arrangement relies upon static oil head to provide the motive flow. The low pressure attainable with static head tanks limits their application to bearing oil rundown, typically.

The tank should be elevated to an altitude such that the equivalent static pressure head is not more than 2 to 3 psi less than the low lube oil pressure trip switch setting. As can be seen in the diagram, a check valve is included at the lube oil regulator to prevent backflow through the BPRV during rundown. A constant bleed orifice should be sized and installed such that the rundown tank charge of oil is circulated once every three hours. Experience shows that a minimum orifice diameter of \( \frac{3}{8} \) in is necessary. A flow sightglass may also be installed in the return line to the reservoir to verify oil flow.

It should be noted that many installation sites can attain rather low ambient temperatures. Insulation as a minimum, and possibly heat tracing, is recommended in an effort to reduce or eliminate pressure losses due to viscous oil.

If a rundown tank is to be installed after initial unit commissioning, it is mandatory that oil reservoir capacities be
reviewed to verify that the additional volume of oil will be stored after rundown, and not overflow through the reservoir vents.

**Potential Problem Areas**

- Improper sizing of the oil reservoir to handle the rundown capacity.
- Operation with valve A open (Figure 26).
- Improper tank venting.

The vacuum formed in the tank during rundown must not be allowed to develop. Typically, the installation of improper flame arrestors has restricted venting flowrate.

**Overhead Seal Oil Tanks**

**Design Considerations**

The overhead seal oil tank is used to maintain seal differential pressure and provide adequate oil flow to the compressor seals during normal operation, coastdown, and block-in in the event of an oil system failure. The principal design consideration in addition to proper instrumentation, is the cost of the pressure vessel weldment. In many cases, a vacuum degasification system will be more cost effective than the use of an intermediate bladder where severe gas contamination is expected.

**API 614 Specification Requirements**

The overhead seal oil tank (OHST) is used to maintain the required seal oil differential pressure to mechanical shaft seals by its static head. Use of an OHST is advantageous where low seal oil differential pressures are required (1 to 10 psid), and is quite common on sleeve seal systems. An additional function of the API 614 tank is to provide rundown seal oil flow in emergencies. As the name implies, the OHST must be located vertically to provide the required seal oil differential pressure. The API volume requirements for the overhead tank are illustrated in Figure 27. In addition, a full length liquid level gauge should be included along with a means for internal inspection and cleaning.

**Figure 27. Overhead Seal Oil Tank Capacity.**

When seal oil system demands are high, it follows that the OHST will have to be quite large to meet the API requirement of a ten minute rundown supply, although users have specified rundown times as high as 25 minutes. Of course, the oil reservoir must be sized to handle this additional oil volume. The cost of the tank and its installation rise proportionally with the size of the overhead tank, particularly with stainless steel construction, which is a frequent user requirement.

A typical OHST control system is illustrated in Figure 28. The normal oil level in the tank is monitored by a pneumatic level transmitter, which has level control and proportional band capabilities. The output signal of the level transmitter is sent to a receiver controller at the DPRV, whose function it is to maintain the normal OHST level, relative to the transmitter signal. The gas reference signal, usually from the compressor discharge end seal, enters at the top of the tank.

**Figure 28. Overhead Seal Oil Tank Design.**

Since the output of the transmitter is directly proportional to the liquid level in the OHST, it is practical to install pressure switches in this line which will function as low level ΔP and high level ΔP alarms. Alarm locations are shown in Figure 28. In accordance with API 614, an external float-type liquid level switch is required as the low liquid level trip switch. The separate trip switch directly actuated by the oil level is an excellent safeguard.

Upon installation, the OHST should be located as close vertically to the compressor as possible. A maximum interconnecting pipe length as specified by the manufacturer is required. This line, as a minimum, should be the same size as the OHST bottom supply connection. The overhead static line should be joined perpendicularly to the seal oil feed line, and within five equivalent feet of the equipment baseplate piping connection. If ambient conditions are cold, the gas reference, the static line, and the OHST should be insulated, and possible heat traced. All of these precautions will aid in eliminating any unwanted piping losses and condensation of the process gas in the oil.

The overflow connection should be piped to the contaminated seal oil drainers. A rising loop in the gas reference line is recommended to avoid oil flow into the compressor through the gas reference line in the event of an OHST overflow, by creation of a line resistance greater than the overflow line to the drainers.

If the compressor has equalized seals, only one OHST system is necessary. However, if the seals are unequalized,
two independent OHST systems are required. Proper tank installation is essential.

Occasionally, where severe contamination is expected, the gas reference is isolated from the flowing oil by means of a bladder-type accumulator (API 614 Figure A-18). This option is seldom used because of its relatively high cost.

Potential Problem Areas—Overhead Seal Oil Tanks

On seal applications that require an overhead tank to maintain the seal oil to gas differential, inability to seal the process gas—First, the height of the oil level in the overhead tank above the machine centerline is critical. This height must consider all piping losses during rundown as well as the pressure drop through the compressor endwall to assure positive oil pressure at the compressor seal near the shaft. Piping and elbows in the static oil line to the overhead tank must conform to the designer’s pressure drop. A typical design number is 50 to 60 equivalent feet. The tee connection of the static line to the overhead tank must be as close to the compressor as possible. Finally, the seal oil flows should be verified, since piping and endwall pressure drops increase significantly with oil flow rates.

Formation of condensate in the top of the overhead tank—Most compressor applications require the process to run just above the product dew point at the compressor suction. This leads to condensate formation, which is typically controlled by heat tracing the overhead tank. Problems have occurred on installations with bladder accumulators mounted below the overhead tank to retard the contamination of the oil in contact with the gas. This design has caused problems when the low seal oil trip switch is on the liquid level. For this application, the trip switch should sense the seal oil supply pressure at the unit.

Prior to pulling the compressor seals, the level in the overhead tank must not be visible—During normal pressures, seal oil flows are significantly higher across the seal breakdown bushings than at zero gas pressure. Because of this, it may take more than 24 hours for the oil in the overhead tank to drain back through the seals to the reservoir. Draining time can be reduced with instrument tubing, temporarily installed to bypass the compressor. Attempting to pull seals with oil in the tank results in a lot of oil on the deck.

Drainers

Design Considerations

If a seal oil drainer is sized adequately, vented properly and installed at the correct elevation, it is not likely to be a problem. Overlooking off design conditions is the most common source of major problems.

Seal oil drainers must have pressure ratings adequate for the gas pressures that the compressor will be exposed to. They must be adequately sized to handle both minimum and maximum conditions of flow and pressure. Often they will have an effect on the buffer gas and vent gas recovery system design. The drainer venting must consider minimum pressure operation, particularly for low suction pressure machines and at non-pressurized startup conditions. The materials of construction must be compatible with the process gas.

API 614 Specification Requirements

Drainers are utilized at each compressor contaminated seal oil drain line. Their function is to collect the contaminated seal oil, until such time as the oil can be handled (either reclaimed or discarded). There are three types of drainers commonly in use in AP 614 systems.

Manual—limited to non-toxic gases under 150 psig.
Automatic Float Type—single linkage design, used up to 800 psig per API 614.
Snap-Acting Pneumatic—used on high pressure or large flow applications. The oil level is sensed by a pneumatic snap-acting level transmitter, which opens a pneumatic control valve to drain.

Each seal must have an individual drainer, with a valved crossover provision provided on equalized seals only. It is stressed that this crossover valve must be closed during normal compressor operation. Any possible difference in seal operating pressure will promote oil ingestion. All drainers should have reflex-type sight glasses for visual monitoring of the oil level.

Sizing criteria for continuous automatic float drainers is as follows:

• The drainer body must be suitable for the maximum gas pressure at the seal.
• The bottom drainer orifice must be large enough to pass the maximum expected seal oil leakage with the minimum expected pressure at the seal.
• The float arrangement must be suitable to lift the valve stem out of its seat with the maximum gas pressure at the seal.
• The inlet connection must not be in a direct line with the float so as to impair its operation (Figure 29).

Figure 29. High/Low Inlet Contaminated Oil Drainers.

A pneumatic snap-acting drainer assembly is illustrated in Figure 30. The body is a fabricated pressure vessel. The contaminated seal oil level is monitored by an on-off type level transmitter, with the output going to a pneumatic control valve.

The contaminated seal oil drain line from the compressor to the drain should slope downward ½ in/ft. The physical location of the drainer should be below the compressor centerline; if a degassing tank is to be utilized, it should be located below the drainers (Figure 31).

Contaminated seal oil drainage can be returned directly to the reservoir, discarded, or degasified. The final disposition is usually dependent on the process gas properties and user requirements.

Potential Problem Areas—Contaminated Seal Oil Drainers

Continuous draining type (Figure 29)—When blowing gas out of the drainer drain:

• Check that the float is properly calibrated per vendor recommendations.
• Check that shipping wire used to secure float is removed.
• Atmospheric vessels and must not be pressurized as they are part of a gravity drain system.
• Should be protected against overpressurization due to failures of the drainer, and
• Should not be vented into flare system indiscriminately.

The most recent designs have eliminated the gas tight baffle and breather connection in favor of a single larger vent. Where the vent and breather are provided, both must be piped to a safe venting area, since the vapor space above the oil is process gas laden.

Degassing tanks provide a means of reclaiming contaminated seal oil by releasing entrained process gases prior to returning the oil to the reservoir. For light hydrocarbons and gases that are readily separable for the hydrocarbon mixture of the oil, atmospheric degassing can maintain the oil properties satisfactorily. For heavier hydrocarbons and gases such as hydrogen sulfide, the atmospheric tank provides only partial degassing.

API 614 Specification Requirements

The API 614 requirements for a degassing tank are:
• A gas tight baffle dividing the tank into two sections.
• Heaters, either electric or steam, should be supplied. Electric heaters should have a maximum watt density of 15 watts per square inch.
• The tank should be sized for the maximum expected seal oil leakage for all machines.
• A sight glass and vent should be provided (2 in min).

A typical degassing tank is illustrated in Figure 32. The theory of operation is that any reduction in the gas partial pressure is accompanied by an immediate release of some of the dissolved gas. The contaminated oil is drained from the contaminated seal oil drains to the degassing tank, where it is distributed across a sloped, perforated sparging tray. Droplets form, with a release of gas, and fall into the bottom of the tank. The oil in the tank should be heated to 180°F to 200°F. The gas released from the pressure breakdown from the seal oil drains, that is separated by the sparging tray and is given off from the heated oil in the tank, are vented to atmosphere through a standpipe.

The venting of the degassing tank is a frequent problem area. Oil from the degassing tank flows to the oil reservoir by gravity, and back pressure on the tank from the vent system must be avoided.

Where the tank is vented to a header that may be pressurized, it must not only be provided with proper overpressurization protection, but the impact on the contaminated seal oil drain and return system must be reviewed carefully.
A degassing tank size of 15 gallons per compressor body has proven satisfactory for many compressor trains. Prior to start-up of the compressors, it is recommended that the degassing tank be filled with oil. This may prevent an electric immersion heater failure. A level switch interlocked with the electric heater is a common option.

**Potential Problem Areas – Degassing Tanks**

**Electric heater failure**—Be sure to manually fill the tank before energizing the heater.

**Blowing gas out reservoir vent**—Check that the degassing tank is not vented to a flare system that becomes pressurized during upset conditions.

**Tank pressurization**—This is not a pressure vessel and should be properly vented.

**Oil Purifiers**

**Design Considerations**

Coalescers and centrifuges are effective in removing free water from lube oil systems, and seal systems where the gas contamination can be controlled by atmospheric degassing (limited to lighter hydrocarbons without H₂S). Where atmospheric degassing is ineffective, (heavier HCs and/or H₂S) vacuum degassing can be applied. If significant water is present, the dehydrator option with the vacuum degasifier is appropriate (turbine drive or excessive condensation).

For a lube system with free water contamination only, either a coalescer or centrifuge will perform well. The centrifuge will break oil emulsions that the coalescer can not. Only the vacuum system is effective as a reconditioner where there is severe gas contamination (reduction in flash point and viscosity).

Integrating the vacuum system into the oil console design will significantly reduce its cost. The pay back period in most cases is less than two years.

**API 614 Specification Requirements**

There are three commonly used methods of reconditioning oil:

- Coalescing filtration (coalescer)
- Centrifugal purification (centrifuge)
- Vacuum degasification/dehydration

**Basic Description of Oil Conditioning Methods**—The coalescer operates as a fine filter. It mechanically separates free water from the oil stream allowing it to collect in the vessel sump for manual draining. The coalescer can produce effluents with a water content equal to that of dehydrating or centrifuging at moderate water loadings. However, the coalescer can be susceptible to fouling by surface emulsions. The coalescer is ineffective for dissolved water and gases. It is the simplest and least expensive.

The centrifuge operates by centrifugal force, mechanically separating immiscible liquids and solids of differing densities. As applied to lubricating oil conditioning, the centrifuge is used as a “purifier,” separating solid particles and free water from the oil. Water and clean oil are continuously discharged, while the sludge must be removed from the bowl by hand. Upon occasion, a “clarifier” may be specified by users rather than a purifier. The clarifier removes solid particles and a very small amount of water, but continuously discharges only clean oil. The centrifuge effectively separates free water from the oil and sludge. It is ineffective for dissolved water and gases. The centrifuge is much more expensive than a coalescer and requires more maintenance.

The vacuum degasser vaporizes free and dissolved water, air, and gases (hydrocarbon and H₂S) in a vacuum vessel. The resultant vapors are drawn off and expelled by a vacuum pump. Where significant amounts of waste and other condensibles are present, a dehydrator option consisting of a condenser and condensate tanks are added, (degasser/dehydrator) to avoid contamination of the vacuum pump oil. Vacuum degasification is the most effective oil conditioning method and the only effective treatment for severe contamination. A vacuum degassing system is more expensive than a centrifuge, and perhaps a little more difficult to maintain.

**Instrumentation**

**Design Considerations**

The importance of the system instrumentation for monitoring operation, alarming abnormal conditions, and for emergency shutdowns is obvious. The controls must enable the oil system to respond to dynamic conditions both internal and external to the system. OEMs have accumulated a great deal of experience in the unique aspects of oil system instrumentation and system response. Proper coordination and meaningful discussions between user, contractor, and OEM will assure a functional system.

**Typical Factory Alarm Settings**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>Setting</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>20 psid</td>
<td>across filter only</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25 psid</td>
<td>across filter/transfer valve</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35 psid</td>
<td>across filter/cooler/transfer valve</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

However, a more accurate field setting can be made by observing the clean element pressure drop at design oil flow and temperature, and then adjusting the switch to alarm at 15 psid above that value.

In the controlled header arrangement, the start auxiliary oil pump pressure switch should be located downstream of the filters, but upstream of any accumulators. A typical set point is 15 psi below the controlled header pressure, but may be as high as five to seven percent of header pressure on high pressure oil systems. Switch actuation is on falling oil pressure. It should be noted that a locking relay is required in the start AOP circuitry, such that when the auxiliary oil pump renews the system header pressure, the switch actuation, when returning to normal, does not shut down the oil pump drive. The system design should be such that start AOP is to occur, due to a fault. The manual reset is to ensure operator attention and prevent cycling.

Lubrication lines must have pressure switches which alarm and trip on falling lube oil pressure. Typical settings, assuming a lube oil delivery of 18 psig, would be a 13 psig...
alarm and an 11 psig trip. Time delays are user options. They should be limited to a few seconds.

Likewise, seal oil delivery lines must have differential pressure switches which alarm and trip on falling seal oil differential pressure. Seal oil is the high reference, process gas is the low reference. Typical settings, assuming a design differential pressure of 50 psid, would be 30 psid to alarm, and 20 psid to trip. Again, time delays are a user option and they should be limited to a few seconds.

A temperature switch may be included downstream of the oil coolers to alarm on rising oil temperature. Typical set points would be 15°F to 20°F above design oil delivery temperature.

As with all electrical devices, switches must be suitable for the National Electric Code (NEC) area classification and weather conditions.

Pressure Gauges—are necessary to accurately determine console performance, to aid in setting switches and controls, or troubleshoot any abnormalities. Typically, a pressure gauge should be installed upstream of the coolers to monitor oil pump discharge pressure. Likewise, a gauge should be installed downstream of the filters to monitor the header pressure, and provide a reference for start AOP switch test. The above two instruments also act as a check on the differential pressure gauge installed across the oil filters.

Lube oil pressure gauges should be provided, as well as a seal oil pressure gauge, and a seal oil/gas differential pressure gauge.

Thermometers—are utilized to monitor an oil system’s cooling efficiency or inefficiency, and to diagnose possible equipment problems. Thrmometers should be mounted in the oil reservoir, upstream and downstream of the oil coolers, and at each of the oil throwoff lines of the machinery bearings and/or seals. Stainless steel thermowells are recommended in an effort to ease maintenance and replacement.

Sight Flow Indicators—should be installed at every oil drain line of the machinery, and in the overhead rundown tank bleed return line.

Liquid Level Indicators—should be installed on the oil reservoir, direct contact accumulators, seal oil drainers, overhead seal oil tanks, and degassing tanks.

This is the typical instrumentation. In addition, there are the basic instrumentation needed to control the systems operation. Users will require whatever additional instrumentation that is necessary to provide operators with every means of maintaining reliable oil system operation. This list is only meant to provide a guide to nominal instrumentation requirements.

Potential Problem Area – Switches

Motor Driven Auxiliary Oil Pump Cycling On-Off-On—Check that a locking relay was installed in the auxiliary oil pump start circuit. This circuit should operate in such a manner that once the pump is energized, it must be manually reset.

Hand-Off-Auto Switches—for motor driven auxiliary oil pumps left in the “off” position.

Unit Trips Before Alarm—The alarm test orifice required by API should be checked for integrity.

Switch Failures—Specifying an explosion proof switch may permit the design not to be waterproof. Additionally, numerous failures have been traced to improper conduit sealing.

FACTORY INSPECTION AND TESTING

In order to provide a quality oil system on site, it is logical that specific inspection and testing procedures be followed by the manufacturer. API 614 lists specifications which must be adhered to by the supplier, but factory quality control is usually much more comprehensive.

During assembly of the console and its components, numerous checks are made on weld quality, cleanliness, customer connection locations, wiring, and piping stress. Piping should be removed and chemically cleaned after being fit and welded. Chemical cleaning should include an alkaline bath for degassing, an acid bath to remove corrosion and mill scale, and finally a rust inhibiting treatment, chemical cleaning and preservation for stainless steel.

The piping should then be totally reassembled for hydrostatic testing. If possible, the whole console should be hydrostatically tested as a unit, using oil. The test pressure should be 1.5 times the oil pump relief valve set pressure, or 1.25 times the centrifugal oil pump shutoff head. If loose piping must be hydrostatically tested separately, the test pressure should be that which is specified for the lowest rated flange on the piece. Any non-pressurized piping, such as pump suction or drain lines, should be tested at approximately 10 psig. A successful hydrostatic test should maintain the test pressure for a minimum of 30 minutes.

After a successful hydrostatic test, the console should now be readied for flushing and cleanliness inspection. API specifies minimum cleanliness standards based on piping size. During the oil flush, filter elements should be changed as necessary, piping should be vibrated, and the oil system should be thermally cycled (160°F maximum) to assure complete cleanliness. Flushing screens (usually 100 mesh stainless steel) are to be placed at all delivery lines.

Manufacturers typically offer three grades of mechanical testing. The type of test desired is a decision of the customer, since performance testing usually involves a cost addition.

Mechanical Run

1. The motor driven pump is operated.
2. Console is flushed to API cleanliness standard.
3. After console meets cleanliness standards it will run for four hours during which period,
   • Both relief valves will be set using motor driven pump discharge.
   • Entire unit will be visually checked for leaks.
   • Correct physical arrangement of all components is visually verified.
4. Clean filter cartridges are installed after test.
   Generally, no other components (auxiliary pump, control valves, switches, gauges, or other instruments) will be calibrated, tested, or demonstrated.

Console Performance Test

The console performance test option demonstrates the mechanical integrity of the entire console. In addition to all items in the Standard Mechanical Run, a single successful demonstration of each of the following functions is made during the four-hour run after the console has been flushed.

The second pump is operated and a proper automatic switchover from main to auxiliary pump is demonstrated. For this test, the AOP start device and the accumulator(s), if used, are set to predicted pressure. Console header pressure is properly measured.

The ability of each regulator to fully stroke will be demonstrated manually by manipulation of by-pass valves, isolating valves, or transmitter signal as necessary.

The ability of each switch to function will be demonstrated either manually or by pressure variation. Since most settings must be finally made under field conditions, no attempt will be
made to calibrate or set instruments or switches other than those necessary to conduct the above test.

A filter/cooler switchover will be demonstrated. Associated switches or instruments will not be calibrated or set.

Oil flow and pressure at each outlet is metered and measured to show proper control at expected field operating conditions.

Differential regulation, through signals from system differential pressure transmitters, will be demonstrated using controlled nitrogen pressure to simulate compressor gas pressure. However, in no case will overhead seal tanks be erected to provide differential control. Those regulators controlled by overhead seal tank levels will be manually regulated to required flows and pressures.

This test is strictly a console test and is run separate from the rotating string. It will fully meet the requirements of API. A noise survey is included.

**Performance Test With Rotating String**

This test is quite similar to the separate console performance test, including all operations and functions in both the standard mechanical run and the console performance test. Demonstrations or functions automatically performed by running with the rotating machinery are not manually performed as in the other test options.

Unless the string is operated at actual conditions, and even then, field installation piping and service conditions cannot be duplicated. There is little advantage in a string test.

The console will be used to serve the rotating string during the mechanical or performance test of the string. All possible functions will be demonstrated within the limits of the rotating string test. It must be noted that it may not be possible to demonstrate full seal oil pressure unless a gas loop test at design pressure is purchased on the compressor(s).

Pressure will be monitored at each oil delivery point, but the flow through the various circuits will not be metered.

As in the separate console performance test, overhead seal tanks will not be erected and associated regulators will be manually controlled or bypassed to obtain proper differentials. It must be recognized that the relative location and elevation of the console and the rotating string in the field will probably not be reproduced on the test floor. This will require field regulator adjustment and switch setting to actual final values.

After all testing has been completed, and the console has been accepted, shipping preparation begins. The following checklist can be used as a guideline:

- Remove, inspect, clean and coat with rust preventative the turbine pump driver bearings.
- Discard used filter cartridges, replace with new. Tag filter housings stating that new filter elements were installed.
- Manual or pneumatic control valves should be positioned so as to reduce the overall console dimensions for shipping purposes, and to reduce the likelihood of damage. These should be relocated prior to commissioning.
- All customer gauges (other than rack mounted) should be removed and shipped separately.
- All liquid level transmitters and controllers should be removed and shipped separately.
- All exposed machined surfaces, tank openings, and exposed flange faces should be protected with a rust preventative.
- All unprotected threaded openings should be fitted with pipe plugs or caps.
- Loose piping should be tagged to aid in field assembly.
- Oil pump drive couplings should have the spacer removed and bound to the respective pump or driver.
- All gauge glass and nameplates should be protected.
- All carbon steel piping and fittings should be painted.
- Filters, coolers, large valves, gauge panels, lengthy stretches of pipe, and flexible joints should be rigidly held with temporary bracing, which is to be removed upon installation.

In general, quality control must be monitored from initial console assembly to the time the unit ships. The user should ensure that the OEM has the policies, procedures, and instructions for implementing the quality requirements of the contract, maintains the necessary measurement tools and laboratory facilities and has the people to support this plan.

A quality plan for oil consoles is extensive, sometimes in excess of 200 pages, and has many inspection points for the typical lubrication and seal oil system.

**CONCLUSION**

The days of referring to a lube and seal oil console of nothing more than a "necessary evil," have passed. The lube and seal oil console is an integral part of the equipment package, as well as the overall end user process, and must be engineered as such.

Even with the most advanced process rotating equipment, many plant shutdowns have traced back to simple console problems such as improperly calibrated seal oil controllers, differential pressure switches and relief valves.

A guideline intended to serve as an aid in designing, specifying, and troubleshooting typical oil systems has been presented. Specific console installations or applications should be addressed on an individual basis.
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